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1. The SIGINT
Philosopher Is
(U//FOUO) Last year SIDtoday introduced the SIGINT
Back -- with a
Philosopher column, penned by
. The column
New Face!
was well received, but unfortunately Mr
's other work
2. The SIGINT
commitments have made it impossible for him to continue
Philosopher:
writing the column. We thank Mr
for his contributions
Descartes Would
to SIDtoday and wish him well in his career!
Have Been a
Lousy SIGINT
(U//FOUO) Today we can announce the new SIGINT
Reporter
Philosopher columnist,
While Mr
does
3. The SIGINT
not hold a degree in philosophy, as you'll see, he does have a
Philosopher:
philosophical approach to things, as well as a sense of humor.
When Brevity Is
So, without further delay, we present Mr
first
Just the Soul of
column:
''Huh?''
4. The SIGINT
Philosopher: In
Praise of Not
Knowing
5. The SIGINT
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h
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h

analysts in SID, I also make them worse for myself by
analyzing and obsessing each question to death. Last year, a
day before my birthday, I had a really terrible polygraph that I
knew I had not passed. I spent a month obsessing over it,
wondering how I would find a new job, and lalmching into
long internal diatribes berating a society in which it is no
longer possible for me to take my family in a wagon out to the
prairie and claim a plot of land by a creek and live in a mud
cabin.
(U) One of the many thoughts that continually went through
my mind was that if I had to reveal part of my personal life to
my employer, I'd really rather reveal ALL of it rather than just
part of it. Partial revelation, such as the fact that answering
question X made my pulse quicken, led to mislmderstandings.
I f 01md myself wishing that my life would be constantly and
completely monitored. It might seem odd that a self-professed
libertarian would wish an Orwellian dystopia on himself, but
here was my rationale: If people knew a few things about me,
I might seem suspicious. But if people knew everything about
me, they'd see they had nothing to fear.*
(U) This is the attitude I have brought to SIGINT work since
then. If we are going to work on targets that fall short of being
technically "enemies" but are rather infonnative for our policy
makers -- and we are -- then even looking at it from the
target's perspective, we are honor-bound to do more and better
monitoring rather than less.
(U) For while the US does not truly have godlike powers -we
cannot do all things -- we do have extraordinary powers. And
we tend to mistrnst what we do not 1mderstand well. A target
that has no ill will to the US, but which is being monitored,
needs better and more monitoring, not less. So if we're in for a
penny, we need to be in for a p01md. From the perspective of
the US, obviously it is in our interest to understand a target
better. But even for the target (if we, like Stimson, are going to
chivalrously concern ourselves for him), it is better to be
completely and competently monitored rather than
halfheartedly and incompetently so.
(U) I guess if we were a corporation, we could make our
mission statement (or "corporate philosophy") this: "building
informed decision makers -- so that targets do not suffer our
nation's wrath unless they really deserve it -- by exercising
deity-like monitoring of the target." Now that's philosophy.
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